A blocking set of a function / is a closed set which does not intersect f but which intersects each continuous function with domain the same as f. It is shown that for each function which is not almost continuous, there exists a minimal blocking set. Using this property it is shown that there exists an almost continuous function with domain [0, 1] which is a Gi set but is not of Baire Class 1, and that there exists an almost continuous function dense in the unit square. In [4] , Jones and Thomas showed that there exists a function which is not of Baire Class 1, is a Gs set, is connected but is not almost continuous. In Example 1 of the present paper, it is shown that there exists such a function which is almost continuous. Example 2 shows that there exists an almost continuous function which is a dense subset of the unit square. In 
, [4] , [6] ).
In [4] , Jones and Thomas showed that there exists a function which is not of Baire Class 1, is a Gs set, is connected but is not almost continuous. In Example 1 of the present paper, it is shown that there exists such a function which is almost continuous. Example 2 shows that there exists an almost continuous function which is a dense subset of the unit square. In Assume that A' is connected but that C1((C) V) is not. Let s=(m, n) be a segment in R -C\((C)X) such that (C)v has a point on either side of s. As in the previous paragraph, there exist continuous functions g and h such that (g) v = //n(-cc, w], (h)x=Hr\[n, x), g<=HxK, h<=-HxK, and neither of g and /; intersects C. Denote by L the line segment with endpoints (m,g(m)) and (//,/;(/;)). Since A' is connected (L)Y~ K. Thus gUZ.u/; is a continuous function with domain H, range A and contains no point of C, a contradiction.
Note. For the set C defined in Theorem I, (C)v is clearly nondegenerate. Thus, if / is a real function with domain a nowhere-dense bounded closed set //, each component of H is degenerate and/is almost continuous.
We now give an example of an almost continuous function which is a G" set but which is not of Baire Class 1. Suppose/is the function with range and domain 1 such that f{z)=g(z) where g= T(N) and iV is the member of V containing z. Assume/is not almost continuous. Then there exists a minimal blocking set C of/relative to /2, and (C)A-is connected and nondegenerate. Then the function u such that w(z)=max(Cs)r is an upper semicontinuous function with domain (C) v. Thus, u and/intersect. Then/and C intersect, a contradiction. Therefore,/is almost continuous, and clearly, is dense in the unit square.
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